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NTRODUCTION

The purpose of this book is to
ofanalyse
the Scottish
the letters an
Women’s Hospitals (hereafter named
served
SWH) nurses and
during World War I through two lenses:
nd its
one is New Hi
acceptance of marginal
emphasis
texts,
on revealing
ces
with
of
instan
intertextuality in the writings
ay they
of the Scottish w
illustrate their adventure in
nt,
the
compared
Great War on the R
to other such war journals and
ture
letters
in general;
or to World Wa
the other lens is diary writing,
rmsas
ofone of the mos
autobiographical text, withng
revealing
of social
importance
and political events.
The SWH is a subject that has not
even
been
by thoroughly s
Western scholars; those who have,
have been
however, taken u
generally concerned with the contribution
fragist
of the
movement, from a gender perspective.
s the need
Another issue
for a fresh approach lies inhe
the
monographs
importance of the su
treating the autobiographical
history
literature
of the of World
medical organisation. This is
themselves
because, on occasion
would talk about their “Russian
ng to
campaign”
a very
when actu
considerable amount of time spent
ar on Romanian mil
hospitals, towns, villages and
oftransportation
time
me
spent travelling by train at that
is into
time is legenda
consideration,
proaching
the novelty
theof
subject
H ap
venture
of the SW
on the Eastern Front with a focus
andon
antheir activit
analysis of their writings is a challenging subjec
The theme of this research will
istory
involve
of an explora
nursing in Britain at the end
will
of the
mainly
nineteenth
be
cent
focused on the protagonists, namely
als
the Scottish
organisation and their energetic
n the fact
leader,
that Dr. Elsie
the SWH was an all-women organisation,
onal
and a membe
Union of Women'sties
Suffrage
(NUWSS,
Socie
also known as the
suffragists), the feminist lens will also be used in this
discussing thestheoretical
of the research,
r
aspect
will
each
address
chapte
a separate theme, as regards the
n the
aspects most oft
journals, diaries and letters
s:of
tragic
the Scottish nur
elements in their representation
escription
of urban
of space, th
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the rural environment and landscape,
s,
the Ironic
according to Hayden White’s view,
itary
in
and
the descripti
their depiction
frontline
of trauma
seen
onode.
the
in the Tragic m
Although the subject
rtially
has
treated
beenlarship,
pa
by Western scho
most scholarly works dealing with
s rarely
the Scottish Wom
mention Romania, despite their
re.greatest
Perhaps efforts o
this is due to a small confusion
anbetween
fronts,the Romania
as indeed most material that has
atebeen
on the
published ten
latter where it should actually
example,
be referring
in
to the
the carefully edited collection
Between the Lines:
by Audrey Fawcett C
Letters and Diaries from Elsie Inglis’s Russian Unit (1999), which includes
most of the original diaries as
ial
they
Warare preserved
Museum, the vast majority of sources
in Romania
deal with the n
rather than in Russia.
ss, for the
Nonethele
present
his volume
research, t
provides a vast array of primary
cause
sources
of its and it is p
slightly misleading name, to have
n scholars
gone unnoticed by
interested in the interaction
War.
with
The author
the Allies durin
provides an informed introduction,
eader, into
especially for
the state of affairs
stern Europe
in South-Ea
on
Great
the eve
War.
of the
Then, the chapters are chronologically ordered
correspondence from the beginning
theof the war to th
SWH were recalled to Britain after
olution.
the start of the
Therefore, scientifically,
one of the richest
the
itpurpose
is
sourcesof
for
the present research, as thearies
volume
ofincludes
Elsie
the le
Bowerman, F. E. Rendel, O. S. Locker
erine
Lampson, L. J.
North, Mary Lee Milne,
t, Ethel
Lilias
Moir,
Gran
and
Yvonne
Dr. Fitzroy
Elsie Inglis. It is worth noting
of one of
that
the
the
nurses
author is a
who worked for the Scottish Women’s Hospitals.
Additional primary sources that
ublished
I will rely on ar
diaries, especially
With the Scottish
Yvonne
Nurses Fitzroy’s
in Roumania
(1918), which was published immediately
ed home
after the
from the front and thereforeccount.
represents
Other
a valuable
journals, such as Paper
those
Boats, of
1959)
Elsie
or Butler
Ishobel
( Ross
(
The Little Grey Partridge: First World War Diary of Ishobel Ross, Who
Served with the Scottish Women's Hospitals Unit in Serbia, 1988), were
published much avily
later edited.
and were
hanged
Their
he
style
to a
was c
more literary rather than autobiographical
style can also
one. A d
easily be observed
e contents
by comparing
of aries
the
th original di
collected by Audrey Fawcett Cahill
e of the
to articles pub
nurses such as Mary Milne or Frances
ls like
Elinor Rendel
Blackwoods or
The Englishwoman. Although the later published jou
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and articles have been consulted
imaryand
sources,
included in th
the original versions of the
ondiaries
of the present
better match th
research towards autobiography.
A scholar who has
searched
extensively
the history
ttish
re
of the Sco
Women’s Hospitals is Leah
ElsieLeneman,
Inglis: Founder
the author of
of battlefront hospitals run entirely by women (1998),
In the
and
Service
of
of Life: The Story of Elsie Inglis and the Scottish Women’s Hospitals (1994).
The former is one’s
ofearlier
Leah Leneman
studies,
he focuses
in which s
on the personality of Dr. Elsie
of Inglis,
the SWH the godmoth
throughout their existence. The
the
volume offers in
doctor’s lifeildhood
from her
to
early
her ing
death
ch especially
in 1917, be
receptive to valuable
s – which
press
are mostly
input
– about
laudatory
the
activity of the protagonist.
d Two-thirds
for the lastof the boo
three years of Dr.
life,
Elsie
which
Inglis’s
is
t the
the present
period tha
research also covers. The latter
subject
book
ofis
the
an elabora
SWH which includes a very systematic
starts
chronologica
from the moment when the project
orm,
of establishing
in
th
December 1914, and
o the
continues
spring of
up
to
1920
t
follow
in order
the actions of all the SWH nurses
ns,throughout
it goes
Europe
into considerable depth,
Elsie Inglis, which
in comparison
still keeps
to its
novel character due to the ample
Dr.research
Elsie
it inclu
Inglis’s image
especially
in the press,
after her death.
Moving now to the theoretical states
aspects of the rese
that the process of the creation
uble-sided,
of clinics and hos
supported by the tradition of
heindividual
newfound
practiti
interest of the state in providing
(Foucault
qualified
1980,
medica
166). The best-known nurse of the
ghtingale
Victorian age was
(1820-1910), credited as founder
ed asof
the
modern nursin
“lady with the lamp”Santa
in Filomena
the 1857
by Henry
poem
Wadsworth Longfellow. Florence
ring
Nightingale
the
was mo
Crimean War (1853-1856), but
ice
it should
of female
be noted that
nursing also spread to South-Eastern
the
Europe towa
nineteenth century. During the 77Romanian War of In
1878), a war hospital under the
819-1893)
supervision of Mari
was set up at Turnu Măgurele. She
politician,
was the wife of the R
C. A. Rosetti, but her ancestry
elonging
was Scottish,
to the
with h
Grants of the Highlands. Furthermore,
present in
the Scottish
the Balkans during the First Balkan
tobart
War,
led when Mabel
a field hospital unit to Bulgaria.
e, the SWH
On their way to t
nurses passed through many cities
Eastern
both in Western E
Europe and the Balkans, whichMoscow,
they described in th
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Odessa, Calais, Thessaloniki,
Medgidia,
Constanţa, Brăila
Skopje, Belgrade
Many
and
Eastern
Sarajevo.
cities
a space
are
ofseen as
mystery and only
ive
a few
the
of
impression
them givacity
of crowded v
and diversity. The present research
he perspectives
will also take a
of war anxiety, otherness/alterity,
sentations
and
of
trauma and
rural space(s) and landscape,critical
which, as stated ab
standpoints
Newlinked
Historicism.
to
The first chapter is dedicatedw to the theoretic
Historicism and autobiographical
mode of
studies. New Hi
literary criticism that was formulated
the cultural
during the
milieu of the West Coast (Harpham).
)
Its name is o
historicism, but New Historicism
reaction
has also
to
been ide
deconstructivism and Marxismthe
(Hohendahl
main
87). In i
advocates of New Historicism were
trose
Stephen Greenbl
and other scholars associated
Representations published
with theby
journal
the University term
of California.
“New Historicism”
referred
The
to
(also
as “cultural poetics”), wasan
first
introduction
used by Stephen Gr
to the 1982 issue
Genreof
and
the
also
journal
in the introduction to h
book,
The Power of Forms in the English Renaissance (1982). The aim of
New Historicism is to concurrently
” nature
lay
of
emphasis on
history – which is what separated
s well
it
as
from
on “old” hist
the historical nature of literary
-fold aim
texts
is one
(Drabble 71
of the theoretical pillars of
t aspects
the present
of the
research:
Great War were depicted by theand
nurses
styles
using literar
and to demonstrate
n its
howturn,
the war,
influenced
riting,
i
their w
changing its style,
of the as
war
an
trauma
effect
rough.
they went th
Stephen Greenblatt
m “New
coined
Historicism”
the ter
2
in his 198
introduction
The Power of Forms
to in the English Renaissance. He begins
by presenting the anecdote ofkespeare’s
Queen Elizabeth’s re
Richard II being performed on the eve of the Essex rebell
sees the permeability of literature
alarm at and
her history in
self-identification with the
ber
deposed
of articles
king in the pl
and books, Greenblatt prefersrthe
Newterm “poetics o
Historicism, which makes it clear
the why he is more
relationship between literary
pired
and by
historical wri
Foucault, Greenblatt sees a text
ll discourse
as suspended betwe
on one hand, and the cultural
ed,
dialectics
on the other.
in which it
Michel Foucault finds that historical
ristic of explanati
modernity and almost in a similar
s history
way to
as
Althusser’
a discontinuous series of “epistemes”
), which are
(or discursi
continuous in their regulation
tradiction
of knowledge (Hamil
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against power is important to Foucault
el or
as much as
Nietzsche and dissent/subversion
ssaryfrom
for the canon i
progressive politics (Bleiker
d 140).
from New Historic
cultural anthropology the practice
is to of extending
previously disregarded texts,
eal”
in
(Selden,
order to add a “to
Widdowson and Brooker 182). Warsent
journals
a
written b
kind of marginal texts, as they
emics
became
only
of more inter
th
late in
the 20
century,
while most of them had been disregar
they were written as inconsequential
knowledge
contribution
on the literature and historyuide
of the
toGreat War. In
Greenblatt, published by Markthrough
Robson in 2008, afte
Greenblatt’s methods of literary
elf- fashioning,
criticism (cultu
resonance and wonder, imagination
After
and will), a c
Greenblatt very interestingly points to
m,
more recent path
New Aestheticism and Presentism.
ppreciated
Greenblatt’s the
as remarkably coherent over the
city
past
for
three decade
keeping the past up-to-date, engaging
ng to his and thought
intelligent, imaginative andintersects
even supple style (P
with postmodernism in its emphasis
es, on “disconti
eclecticism, heterogeneity,
ecentered authority”
).
and d
(Kaes 154
The principle of intertextuality,
sm/New seen as a crit
Criticism and its supposed norm
-contained
that “a literary w
object” (Drabble 519), coversmimic,
all the relations
adaptation, derivation, allusion,
, may be
and response.
connected to the interdisciplinarity
se who
of New Hist
practise it: literary critics,
ropologists
historians,
and
art hi
other scholars. Culture is generally
em, a network
considered a s
of signs. In their view, New Historicists
unified
are ver
depictions of culture, as “typically
ated to serve
such unified
a particular interest in the
quent
present…”
chapters
( Payne 3). I
we will discuss instances innurses
which the
match
writings of t
either the Victorian canon, with
ined
many Romantic el
(especially in their descriptions
cations),
of the
or alandscap
kind of military discourse,
tthat
times,
is very
in the
realist, e
descriptions of the destruction caused by the war.
Regarding the relationship between
,
the text an
Greenblatt is concerned withormed
the self
by of the reade
deference to authority (thenState,
to the Other
Church, etc.) a
(different from authority and
Inestranged,
short, to subversi
Greenblatt, “humans fashion, are
ingfashioned, and
fashioned by discourse” (Greenblatt
nt for the
1991, 182). T
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analysis of the letters and diaries
approach,
of the SWH beca
centred on discussing the writer’s
the Other
relation to au
offers an insight into the cultural
d doctors.
background of
Easily dismissed by their own government
bers of
in 1914, t
the SWH are honoured
or their efforts
f
on
spite
the Eastern
the
Front, d
locals’ and soldiers’ initial
ow Greenblatt
surprise upon conta
argues that New Historicismthan
is rather
a critical
a set of pract
perspective is also applicable
shock,
because
the describin
strangeness that struck the
oes
first
in his
colonists
study
of Amer
Marvelous Possessions: The Wonder of the New World (1991), must have
also struck the British suffragists
nt during
who
the
visited th
Great War, and the locals upon seeing them as well.
Of great importance to the present
heory research
of
is Hay
tropes and emplotment.
Metahistory: The
In
Historical Imagination in
Nineteenth-Century Europe (1973), he consolidates the idea that
writing is similar to literary
of analysis
writing in
ismany ways
crucial to the because
current the
research
Scottish
visited
Nurses who
Romania during the Great War had
l ideology
been influenced by
of the nineteenth century and,
ifyin
different
their writings, o
foci, many of them similar to Hayden
graphical
White’s theory
styles. Whiteemplotment,
has identified
argument (explanation) and
ideology as the three main preferences
nation
of historians/aut
of the modes of emplotment withodes
the modes
of
of argumen
ideology may take
der,
place
thus
in
creating
any
raphical
or
a historiog
style.
Emplotment stands for the genre
ranges
of the
from
respective hi
romantic (where the good triumphs
ulties)
after
to overcomin
comedy (which seeks to preserve
ruption),
shared human value
tragedy (deplores the loss of good
satire
when principle
(recklessness and luck govern
aningless).
human affairs so any
We will see in the following chapters
s of thehow the nurse
SWH use romance or comedy, depending on the event
describe. On one occasion, for
aninstance,
general
a meeting
during the retreat
is described
from Dobruja
very
one
humorously
of the
by
nurses, while on a separate occasion
ed with tones
another retre
of tragedy.
White believes that these modes
tory
operate on the “
writing and expands his theory
tropes: Metaphor,
by introducing four
Metonymy, Synecdoche
aporia
and
(“doubt”),
Irony as well
theas
real or
feigned disbelief of the historian/writer
(White 1973,
in his ow
37). As a final point, Haydena
White
theory
has
that
the merit of p
considers history explicable
refore
in the
referring
fashion that po
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to an historian’s task of writing
h contradicts
historythe
as a poeti
view that history
acts
records
and draws
only
’s
close
distinction
f
to Lyotard
between ‘grande’
‘petiteand
histoire’.
Despite the fact that examplesbe
of New Historicis
perhaps more easily found in Early
the New
Modern studies,
Historicist critics,
such as Romanticism
other fields
nineteenth(McGann),
century American literature (Jane Tompkins, Cat
American cultural
Bercovitch,
studies (Sacvan
Myra
y Louis
Jehlen, Henr
Gates) have adopted it. Moreover,
ministscholars
critiquein such f
or postcolonial studies havesused
preference
New Historicism b
for marginal texts, alternative
Lennox,
discourses and t
Dimock).
Autobiographical studies, including
rs, traumadiaries and
narratives, travel narratives
t concepts
and witnessing rep
that will be addressed throughout
urrent
the present wor
research is based
and on
diaries
the letters
of
important
the SWH, it
to
is
elaborate on the value of journals,
biographical
diaries and le
texts. Smith and Watson describe
lifediaries
writing,
as “A form
the diary records dailiness intional
accounts and obser
responses” (193). The same authors
diaries
agree that the
comes from their
“accretion
chronological
of experience”
ach 165).
(Roorb
It is then added that since the
urediarist
holds, the
is unaware w
diary is unique in its constructions
in time andof
space
identity tha
(Smith, Watson 193). There isary
some
and
dissimilarity
the
be
journal in the opinion of some
hatcritics,
“the journal
who point to
tends to be more a public record”
fore
(Smith,
not as Watson 193
intimate as a diary. In autobiographical
the diary in studies,
relation to other similar types
ed, and
of texts
many remains mo
scholars use the terms “diary”mith,
and “journal” int
Watson 196), as we will also do
e other
in our
hand,
research. Lett
represent a wholly
egory
different
of autobiographical
ng,
cat as
writi
“Letters become vehicles through
d, social
which informati
roles enacted, relationships
x of
secured,
intimacy
often in a p
and formality” (Smith, Watson,
class,
196).
ethnic
Ideologies of
belonging or even gender can eir
be read
style
within
and letters
on the formalities observed by the authors.
Besides the clearer
hical autobiograp
categories
l and
of diary/journa
letters, the current study will
instances
strive
of
to identif
trauma narrative,
travel
witnessing
narrative.
tives
and Travel
involve
narra
a journey so they
splacement
focus on the
of di
the
is/her
author and h
observations of “the unknown,Watson
the foreign, the unc
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207), which allow for his/her
ideological
repositioning in rel
norms of “home”. Witnessing implies
n important
an observer tes
or traumatic event and, secondly,
itness
witnessing
to
invo
something that cannot be seen,
canso
bethat,
judged
for example,
by posterity for failing to take
cial notice
for theof aspects
reader. From the
“wound”,
Greek word
trauma
for
ocation
involves a disl
that is overwhelming and central
n 207).
in an experience
Trauma narrative
a person
refersstruggling
to “both
nse of to
an make se
overwhelming experience in a particular
ability of context a
trauma itself, its resistance
Theto
effects
representation”
of
the war as instances of trauma
in
will
Chapter
be brought into
Five.
The last part of the first chapter
Scottish
will discuss t
Women’s Hospitals and will touch
in Britain.
on the first wave o
The main supporter of the SWH was
en’s
the National Unio
Suffrage Societies (NUWSS), and
London
a few of its member
sub-committee of the SWH. In Edinburgh,
SWH
the headqu
were provided by the Scottish Federation
e
of the
Societies (SFWSS),
Elsie
ofInglis
which Dr.
(credited
er of the as found
SWH) was also a member. Elsie Maude Inglis (16 Au
November 1917) spent her early
until
years
1876
in India with h
when they moved to Edinburgh. She
s: in
studied
1886
in Edinbur
she attended the Edinburgh School
en she
of Medicine for W
gained the Triple Qualification
lege
Licentiateship
of
o
Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow
practice
in 1892. She set
in Edinburgh in 1894 together with
ie Inglis
Jessie McGregor
went on to obtain her MBChM from hich
the University of E
was now open to women.
lectured
She also
on gynaecology in the
Edinburgh Medical College for Women,
d the and travelle
USA to improve her
fore
profession.
World War I
Be
stly
she worked
in
mo
medical care
and
for
children
women
et al.,
(Ewan,
177-178).
Dr. Inglis chose the Scottish Women’s
their
Hospitals
organisation with the aim of onsorships
attracting personnel
from feminists, and not only. Even
agree
women who did no
with female suffrage were admitted
ishedin
tothe SWH as lon
contribute to the
vertheless,
war effort.
the
could
Ne
latter
not category
advance to the officer position
dardin
was
the
redorganisation
white-green like the suffragists’
pite the
(McDermid 2008
initially cautious expectations,
e
the SWH grew q
organisation received positive
Kingdom
feedback from with
and as well as from the Dominions
ica.
and
It
the
is United Sta
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estimated that approximately
of the SWH personnel
50%
n from
were wome
Scotland, while the rest cameom
mainly
Ireland,
from England wi
Wales and at least one from Canada,
There
Australia and N
were even working guests from the
unding
USA. The one cred
this organisation, Dr. ElsiesInglis,
name to even propose
“British Women’s
oreign
Hospitals
Service”,
forrgh
F but the Edinbu
committee vetoed this proposal,
ved
so the original
(McDermid 2008, 135-138).
Before looking at how the nurses
, a short
depict the citie
account of the history of the Scottish
ia will benurses’ sojo
offered in order
aspect.
to clarify
Womenthis
joined
or different
the SWH f
reasons, among different individual
alty to the
purposes to p
British Empire (Dr. Inglis’s
ia
her
Company).
father worked for
Other reasons were the adventurous
them, while
and brave spirit
the feminists among them were determined
re useful to prove th
in a war and hence deserved the
lsie
right
Inglis
to vote. Init
offered the services of her organisation
ent but her
to the Bri
offer was refused. Her initial
declined
offer by
to the
serve as a su
War Office with the reply “My good
(Ewan,
etlady, go home and
al., 178). Instead,
a positive
she did receive
answer
liedfrom the al
governments of France
ia, which
andimmediately
Serb r
accepted h
generous offer. For Dr. Elsie
aInglis,
life-long
this was the
sympathy for Serbia, which would
lowing
later
the
bring her to
relocation of the Serbian Volunteer
bruja asDivision
part
to th
of the Russian
effort,
military
after the
me
surrender
country. of their ho
The main theme of
apter
the second
will bech
urban
lating
space(s). Re
to the representation of cities,
roy, identifies
one of the nurses,
Moscow with the cities of the One
s amazing.
Thousand and One Ni
It’s like walking into the Arabian
ry tale.
Nights,
A fairyinto a gr
palace over a fairy city and Romantic
a fairy river”
re(Fitzro
visitation of the beginning of
nings
the Middle
for
Ages, an
Europe, is enhanced by the repeated
s itself
motif of the f
reminiscent of
eanu
infancy
2002).
(Ciugur
Under
war,
the
urban
catalyst of
images intensify and become more
m dynamic, or at o
surprisingly peaceful
il. In the
and
subsequent
tranqu
s, I shall
paragraph
provide brief examples of accounts
ses visited
describing the
and I will chronicle the reasons
these
why they had to tr
localities.
On the arrival of the SWH at Archangelsk,
werman
the femin
wrote that women seemed to do “most
ilways”
of the heavy wor
and a lot of work on the docks (McDermid
eminist 2008, 39). T
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preoccupations come to the surface,
o be a careful
and the nurse i
observer of the social changes
ia.
brought
Later,about
in
by the
Medgidia, one of the nurses wrote
around
that
them
the locals wh
particularly admired them for
d later
theirtrade
good boots, whi
for supplies, cloth and pansf
(Cahill
her writing
69-71). The ge
is humorous, the urban atmosphere
rlesque.
described, appr
Despite the threat of the war
ellers’
and itsinterest
destruction, t
does not seem to go beyond petty trade.
After they had been in Dobruja WH
during the autumn o
had to retreat, rather chaotically,
ulation as
and
did almost
even some armed forces, to reunite
smail.
soon
To in Brăila,
sum up, their medical mission
three
in Dobruja
weeks,
did not last
but this does not mean that the Scottish
other
women woul
campaign hospitals. The ambulance
and one
sub-unit
of
ended u
its members, Katherine Hodges,
rror
tells
andus how “Out o
anguish and chaos, we suddenly
ed
emerged
gardeninto an open f
place in the centre of the city
antly
with
lit
gay
shops
restaurants
all around” (Leneman
he crowds
1994,
greeted
81).
eers
T them
andwith ch
flowers, which was quite incomprehensible
al women,
to the Sc
who were amazed how
ignore
people
the
could
horrors
ust happening j
across the Danube (Leneman 1994,
ssing
81-82).
is
This inst
revealing of the
the
shock
act of
caused
fleeing
osedly
by from
cruel
a supp
enemy, but the instance of tragedy
d anguish”
outlined first
quickly gives place to satireerent
when the
thenurse notic
townsfolk are
ending
to the
menace
imp of war.
The group led by Dr. Elsie Inglis
fered
was
their
reunited in Ga
professionalism in a Romanianshospital,
curious
while the
whether the Russians would deploy
obruja.
reinforcements
But the wounded began pouring in
, so
byDr.
tens and hundre
Inglis instructed her subordinates
ich were
in the transp
already there to try their best
ventually,
in alleviating
the
the
flow of wounded and refugees returned
er and to a more mana
the situation was under control
tuations
again (Leneman 199
like these tested the nerves
Dr.
ofElsie
the nurses
Inglis
to their l
did not yield to
air,
fatigue
despite
or desp
being
ously herself
ill. Herseri
short letters reveal an immaculate
plined formal
and
style, w
similar to a military style.
Chapter three will focus on rural
impresses
locations. In th
most of the time
cenery
is theof
natural
the rural
t,
sand
environmen
the
nurses navigate through the Victorian
ul,
aestheti
Picturesque and the Sublime intenia,
their depictions o
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Bessarabia and to a lesser extent,
ve to abandon
Moldova. Yet, oft
these styles in favour of a more
mark
realistic
of how
one. Thi
pervasive and impending was the
he diary
spectre
of of war. An e
Ishobel Ross, a nurse from Skye,in
who confessed up
Macedonia that: “It is just like
looking…
Skye but
the very parch
Serbs are singing their weird
ear
songs
the Serbs
very like Gaeli
talking sounds so like Gaelic”
ntic
(inimage
Leneman 1994, 72
allows us to assume that the parchedness
d is also
and dryne
present within Ishobel, who is
Scotland.
probably longing fo
Overwhelmed by her desire for her
native
homeland, she ev
tongue in the voices of the Serbs,
ifference
despite obvious
between a South
nd a Celtic
Slavic language.
a
Most of the field hospitals established
ated in a
by the nu
rural environment. For example,
ia,
in
the
May 1915 in Kra
SWH had split into three hospitals:
s and one
one
for
surgical, o
“relapsing fever” and general
asdiseases.
headed by The surgic
Dr. Lilian Chesney,
of a schoolhouse
and consisted
70 mostly
which held 1
full beds. Undoubtedly this was
onditions
a largeof
number, but
the times and the hardships of
the
war,
worse
this was not eve
cases. The typhus hospital consisted
he town, and
of a barracks
it too was overcrowded, but it
spital
was clean
was and tidy. T
outside the town, it sufferednt
the
and
most
it regarding p
only had a doctor and a sister
eas
Austrian
medical trained s
orderlies were doing theirk
job
were
and
receiving
at least the injur
their medicine and stayed in a pite
clean
its
and fresh envi
shortages this third hospital
n 1998,
had no
40).
less than 570 b
The locals were always a source
n the
of curiosity to t
SWH, just as the nurses and doctors
of themselves be
curiosity for the locals. Cultural
s every inch
Otherness/Alte
a
relationship” (Taussig 130),
levels:
could be
the
discussed o
image of the local inhabitants
sesas
onenvisaged
the one
by the S
hand, and on the other hand, the
orimage
the
of the Scott
residents of the
ited,
places
who most
theyof
ered
vis
the
at
time
their
wond
courage and appreciated their
stances
skillsof
in medicine.
alterity are
iaries
found in
and
their
willd
be analysed.
In a different instance, when
Ciocârlia
the nurses arrived i
de Jos, initially there was er
no 1916
intense
when
activity, un
bombardments reached as far as the
l
railway near
Birckbeck, thehe
driver
ambulances,
of one
gic
of
tells
t
style
us
how,
in tra
because of the bombardments, round,
the passengers
but
asked
to no avail, asfalling
the bombs
from
were
all
enemy
directions
planes
and
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often flew far line.
beyond
Mary
the Milne,
front
the the
Scottish
cook for
women, also complained that doing
bombs
her
and
job was hard n
in a rain of shrapnel.
this with
She
irony,
notes
it is
implying
a wonder
that
that nothing and
affected
nobody has
by the
been
kes.
enemy
Still
air
in
stri
Ciocârlia de Jos,
left
Ethel
an almost
Moirtelling
has
comical
us
record
that
the campaign hospital must benefit
otection,
from some kind o
since it was untouched by the very
man 1994,
frequent bombardm
78-80).
The fourth chapter offers an analysis
(the
of the ima
military and the soldiers),ed
asthemselves
well as of how the nur
in the war environment and how the
on war
Scottish women’s
changed. The SWHact
came
with
into
military
contks and
men of all ran
nationalities: British, French,
ian highand Romanian, Se
ranking officers or common soldiers,
n and
as well as Au
Bulgarian war prisoners.
The description of the soldiers
ng with
ranges from empat
severe cases in the hospitals,
retreat
or grave,
on the
for exampl
Romanian front, or when noticing
. The
cases of self-in
Scottish women were very fond of
mes
the
and
Russian soldie
confident ad-hoc music concerts
those
helped
in the
in raising t
hospitals. But these amusements
aster
ended
Lent
with the arr
(or other such religious occasions),
Inglis, who
to
was
the relief
a rather Victorian character and
es to
preferred the d
concentrate on
ances
their
when
work.
Dr.
Inst
Inglis
m down the
has to cal
spirits or reprimand her subordinates
with the for sociali
soldiers are described
cally in the
very
diaries
ses.
comi
of the nur
For example, the journal of Miss
istence
Yvonne Fitzroy me
in Medgidia of a unit of the Russian
soldiers
Red Cross. Gen
agreed that the Scottish nurses
redwere
better
more professi
treatment, but this does notid
mean,
not for
sleep
example, tha
on hay mattresses on the floorpital.
even in
And
the Scottish
even though they
n were
they all
still
wome
accepted
men,
the help of
especially using
erbian
the soldier
help of a
“Chris”
whom
S
they
for
called
translation. Miss Fitzroy remarks
er tall and
in her
that
diary that
he really did not appreciate tients
having “the
to explain to h
mysteries of (forgive me) a British
e a fewbedpan.” He wo
moments to detach from his other
n to
occupations
other
in ord
soldiers that they would sadly
y should
have to
not
lose a limb,
eat certain thing if their stomach
dy envied
was injured. Of
Chris or his role, but he was women,
extremely
who useful to th
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also appreciated
Russians,
the help
even
of even
the
though
longer
it took
for them to offer a helping hand (Fitzroy 37-38).
The British women also encountered
the French and Bri
Romanian front, so a section of
to
the
the
chapter shall
description of Western troops.
itish
In the
naval
first month o
armoured car squadron formed by Commander
t
Lockerin Galaţi. A member of the squadron,
cott, even
the surgeon Lt.
offered Dr. Elsie Inglis the
that
help
of
of
his
his
four
medical exp
assistants. Together they performed
s hours,operations f
despite the fact that Dr. Inglis
hift.”
hadThe
just finished
devotion and altruism of these
aordinary,
British doctors wer
even beyond
eneman
heroism
1998,
(L 96-97).
Dr. Elsie Inglis cared a lot present
for the Serbian
on
soldie
the Romanian front and feareda
that
more
they
or had been sen
less as cannon fodder by the Russians,
cing their
who thus avo
own divisions. That is why the
brave
nurses
martyrs
depicted the S
and were always careful to mention
ients if
the
they
nationality
were Serbians, while Romanian
from
or Russian
such
troops did
attention in their diaries.rDr.
theElsie
Serbian
Inglis even
soldiers with her country’s government,
er to the
asking fo
Macedonian front,
a. closer
Dr. Inglis
to Serbi
correctly
ed the
observ
negative changes that happened
ime
to
of
the
the
Russian Army
Bolshevik revolution. Unfortunately,
long time to
the transfe
be set in motion.
eptember
At the end
1917
ofshe
romise
S
received
that a p
the Serbian volunteers would k
be
with
allowed
her to travel t
medical unit, but after 3 weeks
Thethey
official
were still in H
note that the Serbian Division
donian
would
front
be transferred
through Archangelsk and that the
t would
Scottish Women’s
travel with them was receivedy
on
opinions
27 October 1917. Mo
state that Dr. Elsie Inglis’s
thorities
help in persuading
was
th
crucial, otherwise the Serbian
ed volunteers
to the
might n
Balkans. It appears
h-ranking
thatmembers
the sh
hig
Women’s
of the Scotti
Hospitals used their influence
o accomplish
at the highest leve
this. Even though the answer cannot
question,
be totally
it
reve
is very likely that Dr. Inglis
Serbian
tried everything t
Volunteer Division.
Chapter Five,
Elated and titled
Traumatized Self(ves), shall provide an
analysis of the tragic description
ses’ diaries
of war trauma in
and the ways in which this witnessing
lated of traumati
thoughts of self-assessment
vel
both
(in
at
regards
a personal and a
to the war effort)
s’ writings.
in the nurse
The
s of
nurses'
their account
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strenuous experience on the front
eriod were
of time
written when
had passed, after which they evoked
in their
their shockin
diaries or letters from the he
front.
nurses
Analysing
from
the re
all the fronts to witnessingds
such
that
trauma,
they
Christin
were torn between the society's
their
expectations
sang
that
froid in order to provide the
he
best
drive
care
toto their pa
record/understand
they witnessed"
the suffering
regards
(2010,
the
71). As
changes in self-introspection
, Hallett
elicited by trauma
(2010) proposes that the inclination
facing of emotional
trauma is often found in the autobiographical
who served
writi
on the front and that those who
were
had most
years of nursing
adept at emotionally
hemselves
shielding
from the
ey
t
suffering th
witnessed, so that they no longer
oint in
considered
their
traum
writings. The same author concludes
to go to
that women who
the front and were
calhandling
cases for
medi
dicated
the first
their
time de
writing to the description of
ent,
thewhile
intense
thesuffering
more experienced nurses, who were
nt,acquainted to w
actually questioned the needons
forof
war,
thewhilst offe
actions they took to relieve suffering.
The personal experiences of the
their
nurses left impo
impression of the war. In the to
beginning,
travel tothe nurses
the front and begin their work,
ying
refraining
war, but
from dir
showing the kind of naive enthusiasm
se as regards
historians usu
those who had little idea about
ring.
theBefore
destruction the
actually arriving on the front
in
the
their
women manifest
writings, thinking of their own
traordinary
role as that of her
adventure. Even though the presence
break the
of the nurses w
social orderwomen
of thewere
time,
subjected
the within
totheir
authority
organisation almost in the same
was
way
little
as in the socie
encouragement for the usual nurse
view on
tothe
adopt a differ
war that was raging and to dispel
urses
its
held
"heroic
the
pagean
view that war is 'ennobling',
is
especially
is reflected
winning th
in their description
ry personnel
of the milita
they
and encountered
their
enthusiasm when meeting the British
r
soldiers in
Division. Vera Brittain noted
Testament ofin
Youth,
her famous war dia
that the nurses longed to be heroic,
y permitted
but the admini
them a secondary
e in warrol
(104).
The last part of Chapter Five in
will
the
analyse the gr
nurses' depictions of the retreat
unspeakable
out of Dobruja ca
character of what the women witnessed.
is part ofThe presupp
my work shall be that psychological
e harrowing
scarring associ
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experience of going through a
of
retreat
glory or
annihilates
excitement that were so prevalent
excerpts
in the Scottish
before their arrival on the front.
sion was
What
the
indicated s
fact that the misery of the general
g the retreat
population of Do
in the winter of 1916 was exceptionally
by the nurse
and doleful
of the Scottish Women's Hospitals.
o what extent
I shall attempt
dehumanization stands out as '
the
horror
main at
feeling behi
what they saw during
, and whether
the retreat
the
ntry
"heroic
of war"
pagea
was considerably shook by the women's
re and
experience
faded in the face of the unspeakable
he retreat
horrors
out
witnes
of Dobruja, generating
ent in the
a displacem
nurses'
tion of
representa
(them)selves in
anly
relation
universe
tofront.
the
of the
m
fighting

CHAPTER
ONE
HISTORY
,
DIARY
WRITING N
AND
EW
HISTORICAL
DISCOURSE

1.1. Introduction

The letters and
urses
diaries
from
of
the
the
Scottish
Hospitals
n
Women’s
will be analysed both through New
he Historicist le
perspective of autobiographical
cal view,
studies.
New
As to the
Historicism, what interestsnthe
towards
present study is
marginal texts that have been ll
excluded
as the from invest
specific discourse which tells
ned in
the
the
story
past.
of an event
In other words, this research Nurses’
aims at assimilatin
depiction of the Great War during
-1917
their
intostay in Roma
the scholarly field of World d
War
history
I literature,
by
auto
revealing examples of intertextuality
which the and analysi
nurses constructed their descriptions.
ield, mention
In the New
should be made of Hayden White’s theory of “meta
identifies four modes of emplotment
atirical)
(romantic,
to
tr
which he associates four tropesand
(metaphor, metony
irony). (White,
Historicism,
1978). Since as
s
New
it
White
and as
describe
Greenblatt develops it, is focused
history
on
as
the
real
interrela
facts and narrative as the subjective
m an individual
illustration
perspective, these modes of emplotment,
ropes could with their
be identified in particular stories
nclude the
among which we
Scottish nurses’
tters.
diaries
Born and
and
untry
educated
le
which
in a co
knew little about Romania, the
ritory
nurses
they
found themse
had almost no information about.
as well
Therefore,
as
their
the way in which they understand
s differ
and describe the w
dramatically from
iscourse
the official
of the
o their
war.
d Not
diaries
only d
and letters represent a subjective,
not be read
marginal
as
view,
“literary” texts outside the historical narrative
The second point
theoretical
of analysis
background
heory
as
of
is the t
autobiographical studies. This
t that
approach
the
is suppo
sources under scrutiny in this
nd diaries,
research are journ
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which form the corpus of texts
f under
the war,
scrutiny. In t
letters and diaries, which from
ng tothe
theliterary
large
point
category of autobiographical
e with
studies,
trauma
will obviou
narratives, travel
d witness
narratives,
discourse.
rratives
an Travel na
usually refer to visits to foreign
ecordedlocations
as to
that
offer an account of the traveller’s
ves andexperiences.
witnessing are more
pments
recent
in autobiographical
develo
dies and
stu
usually refertions
to personal
of the Holocaust,
depic
egregation
racial
and, s
also, war experience.
Therefore, we consider
nurses’
that the Scotti
diaries and letters
to travelling
correspond
experiences
trauma
and to
narratives (the war experience
ssed
which
to its
the nurses li
effects).

1.2. New Historicism or Cultural Poetics

New Historicism is a mode of literary
ated during
criticism tha
the 1980s within the cultural
intended
milieu of
to
the West Co
oppose and enrich
ism,
(old)
based
historic
on Marxist
t it came
views,
to
ye
be identified as a reaction to
(Hohendahl
both Marxism and deco
87). In its beginning, the main
readvocates
Stephen
of New His
Greenblatt, Louis
herMontrose
scholarsand
associated
he ot
journal with t
Representations published by the University of California P
“New Historicism” (also referred
firstto
used
as “cultural
by
po
Stephen Greenblatt in an introduction
journal
Genre
to the 1982 i
and also in the introduction
The Power of Forms into
the English
his book,
Renaissance (1982). The aim of New Historicism is to lay
emphasis on the “textual” nature
arated
ofit
history
from – which
“old” historicism – as well as
rary
on the
texts
historical n
(Drabble, 719).
Historicism is also indebted to
ose
Marxism, but unl
interpretation is based on the
elations
economic
andinfrastru
material relations of production),
as
New Historic
pervasive through society. This
lt who,
ideain
derives from
the essay
Nietzsche. Genealogy. History (1971) demonstrates the misleadi
character of subject and object,
“will
both
to being trans
power” (1971, 145-172). Foucault
ion is
finds
a
that histo
characteristic of modernity and,
usser,
almost
he
in the sam
defines history as a discontinuous
scursive
series of “epi
formations), which are continuous
dge in their regu
(Hamilton 116).
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New Historicism has borrowed from
ctice
cultural anthr
of extending critical analysis
in order
to previously
to add
disre
a “touch of the real” (Selden,
ers
Widdowson,
from its Brooker 1
British counterpart, cultural
situation,
materialism,
or
in wha
placement, of ideology/power
ciety. Cultural
raws
in materialism
so
on
d
Althusser’s interpretation
ial
of institutions.
ideology as situate
During the 1980s and the 1990s,
ked
a group
at
of New Hist
Romanticism with a view of reinterpreting
d that it
it, as t
called for a re-reading (McGann,
ary text
1985)
with
By confronti
other political, economic, social
e, the New
or religious te
Historicists claim to understand
t neither
the literary
its
wor
author nor its original readers
belief,
could
New
(Levinson 19
Historicists have been accusedof
by British cult
depoliticizing literature”by
and
“locking
“effacing
it away in it
the interpretative (ideological)
who is indeed
stance and role
reading in the present”
et al.,
(Selden,
184). Yet
Widdowson
another
difference between
d American
the British
New Historicism
the
an
is
reaction to authority
. Where and
American
powerfcritics speak o
identification and counter-identification,
rparts are
the
interested in the production
s by
ofthose
new roles
who in the pow
refuse the status of the subject.
005,(Selden,
185Widdows
186)
The first three practices of New
er refer
Historicism iden
to Foucault’s concept of power/knowledge.
rtextuality, The prin
seen as a critique of formalism/New
norm that
Criticism and i
“a literary work is a self-contained
vers all object”
the
(Drab
relations between texts: mimic,
n, andadaptation,
response.
deriva
This, of course, has to do with
Historicism
the interdisciplina
and those who practice it: literary
storians,
critics, his
anthropologists. Culture isic
generally
system, a
considered
network of signs.
Historicists
Therefore,lNew
are
of unified
very sceptica
depictions of culture, as “typically
ated to serve
such unified
a particular interest
sent” ( Payne
in the3).
pre
s, In
New
other word
Historicism is sceptical of
rary
metanarratives,
formalism
is cr
and favours the re-examination
rature
of the
and
relationshi
history from the
ective
double
of historical
persp
narratives.
and literary
Interdisciplinarity is a major
it is
concept
for
for New H
this research, which aims at
texts
extending
that have
the critical
been hitherto treated
toriansmore
or gender
by
ics,
his
concerned
studies crit
with connecting the Scottish nurses’
minist war contrib
movement and failing to see their
ductions.
written
At texts as
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the same time, historians have
ng
shown
the indifferenc
nurses’ texts as
s.historical
From a New Historicist
proof
pective,
pers
however, the texts gain value
ctive
as marginal
unedited
discourse
anecdotes. Seen as a return to
criticism”
“historically
the
infor
proponents of New Historicism
l theory,
have refused
yet, to call
its practice calls
as a dominant
for
trend
criticism
(Maza
.
249)
The term “New Historicism” was coined
latt
in 1982 by St
in his introduction
The Power of Forms into
the English Renaissance. He
begins by presenting
e of Queen
the anecdot
Elizabeth’s
to
reaction
Shakespeare’s
Richard II being performed on the eve of the Essex r
Greenblatt sees the permeability
he Queen’s
of literature an
identification with the deposed
intend
king.
hisNeverthele
method to become a critical current
it in terms
and of
presents de
a set of practices. Based on Greenblatt’s
identifies theory, M
ten characteristics of New Historicism,
e
of whic
representation miotic
of culture
system;
asrity;
ainterdisciplina
se the
narration of a set of events,
ewhich
of anecdotes
also includes th
as a “touch of the real”; suspicion
lture;of
the
unified dep
interconnection between literature and history. (
Although Greenblatt prefers the term “cultura
Historicism, he sees the text
discourse
as suspended
on between
the one hand and the cultural
ed
dialectics
on the other
in which it
hand. For instance,
Marvelous Possessionsin
he provides a clear example
of his view of text and society
gap
when
witnessed
he describes the
during an Indonesian Independence
nt Day, when in a
American film was
d across
being presente
the street
ionalfrom tradit
Balinese shadow
play (Veestra
puppet
176).
Regarding the relationship between the text an
Greenblatt is concerned withormed
the self
by of the reade
deference to authority (thenState,
to the Other
Church, etc.) a
(different from authority and
Inestranged,
short, to subversi
Greenblatt, “humans fashion, are
ingfashioned, and
fashioned by discourse” (Greenblatt
nt to our
1991, 182). T
analysis of the letters and diaries
approach,
of the SWH beca
centred on discussing the writer’s
the Other,
relation to aut
offers a considerable insight
e nurses
into the
andcultural si
doctors. Easily dismissed by their
braveown governmen
members of the SWH are honoured
n for
Front,
their efforts o
despite the locals’ and soldiers’
. In fact,
initial
how surpris
Greenblatt argues
oricism
thatis
New
a set
Hist
of practices
rather
than a
critical perspective is also
e describing
applicable
the
to our anal
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cultural shock, the strangeness
colonists
that struck
of
the fi
America must have also struck ed
the
the
British suffrag
Eastern Front during the Great
t the
War,
nurses.
and the locals wh
Overall, Greenblatt’s
been appreciated
theory has as remarkably
coherent over the past threey
decades.
for keeping
His works prov
the past up-to-date, engaging
intelligent,
and thought-provoki
imaginative and supple style
ostmodernism
(Payne 6), which inter
in its emphasis on “discontinuity
terogeneity,
and ruptures, ec
and decentered154).
authority”
Hayden(Kaes
White’s
metahistory
theory of
will be presented in the subsequent
of the diaries
chapter to enabl
as modes
emplotment.
of

1.3. The Great War between Literature and History:
Metahistory

The literature of the war that engulfed
1918 is
Europe betw
dominated by the desire to illustrate
tory, at a time
as well as par
when European historiography
the
was
debate
in a state of chan
between objective vs. subjective
e (Launotions
2010,
of histor
2). The way the Great War is represented
ory plays anin literatu
important part in the discussion
itten
whether
by
letters
women at the time constitute primary
ld remain
historical
in
sou
the category of autobiographical,
of the nurses’
literary texts.
writings do not exclude each other
on ofand, through t
historical aspects as well as
eir
modes
scholarly
of literary con
value for those interested in the
hasphenomenon of t
increased.
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Chapter One
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